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ABSTRACT
The so-called real-time web (RTW) is a web of opinions, comments, and personal viewpoints, often expressed in the form of short, 140-character text messages providing abbreviated and personalized commentary in real-time. Twitter is undoubtedly the king of the RTW. It boasts 100+ million users and generates in the region of 50m tweets per day. This RTW data is far from the structured data (ratings, product features, etc.) familiar to recommender systems research, but it is useful to consider its applicability to recommendation scenarios. In this short paper we describe an experiment to look at harnessing the real-time opinions of movie fans, expressed through the Twitter-like short textual reviews available on the Blippr service (www.blippr.com). In particular we describe how users and movies can be represented from the terms used in their associated reviews and describe a number of experiments to highlight the recommendation potential of this RTW data-source and approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems have proven to be an important way for people to discover information, products and services that are relevant to their needs. They complement more conventional query-based search services by offering more proactive information discovery, often based on a profile of the user’s short or long-term preferences. There are two basic approaches to recommender systems: collaborative filtering (CF) [6, 10] and content-based (CB) [4, 11] approaches. The former model generates recommendations for a target user drawing on the items that similar users have liked, where user interests are typically represented as item ratings, and user similarity is based on correlations between ratings histories. In contrast, CB approaches take advantage of content-based item representations (e.g. movies can be described by meta-data such as genre, cast etc.) to drive item-similarity. Generating recommendations for a target user becomes a matter of identifying items that are similar to items that the user has already liked (or purchased). In addition, researchers have combined CF and CB methods as the basis for various types of hybrid strategies [3].

Often neither user ratings nor item meta-data are readily available to drive either CF or CB recommendation. The purpose of this paper is to explore a third source of recommendation data, in the form of user-generated content (UGC) that relates to items, products, and services, to cope with this type of situation. UGC is inherently noisy but it is plentiful, and recently researchers have started to consider its utility in recommendation. For example, the role of tags in recommender systems has been examined in [9]. Further, researchers have started to leverage user-generated reviews as a way to recommend and filter products and services. For example, [1] look at the use of user-generated movie reviews from IMDb as part of a movie recommender system and similar ideas are discussed in [12]. Both cases look to mine review content as an additional source of recommendation knowledge, but they rely on the availability of detailed item reviews which may not always be the case.

Here, we are interested in the more challenging form of user-generated content that comes from micro-blogging services like Twitter. Readers will be familiar with Twitter’s short text messages (tweets), which allow users to broadcast their opinions on life, the universe and everything to anyone who cares to listen. Already researchers and practitioners alike have begun to enthuse about the potential for this type of UGC to influence the marketing of products and services [5]. Our interests run deeper, and in this paper we explore whether these fragmented and noisy snippets of user opinions can be used more directly in recommendation.

Sometimes tweets carry important preference-like information, or even a product review; for example, one recent new iPad owner tweeted: “Typing this on iPad. I love it. With wireless keyboard I could see this as my laptop.” This tweet clearly expresses a positive opinion on Apple’s latest creation and this micro-review carries important recom-
Figure 1: A Blippr review of the movie ‘The Matrix’.

mandation information including specific information about features that work well. Given the volume of data that is generated by Twitter and other micro-blogging services, it makes sense to look at mining these data sources for recommendation tasks. To this end we consider two key questions: (1) Can RTW data be used as the basis for representing and recommending items, products and services? (2) How well does a recommender system based on RTW data perform in practice? In what follows, we describe experiments that are designed to shed light on these questions. Specifically, we develop a movie recommender system that is powered by Twitter-like movie-related comments and demonstrate strong recommendation performance on real user data.

2. HARVESTING THE RTW

In this paper we focus on a Twitter-like review service called Blippr (see www.blippr.com). Blippr allows registered users to express their views on a variety of product types including applications, music, movies, books and games. These reviews (or blips) are 160-character, text messages; further each user can indicate a rating on a 4-point rating scale (from “love it” to “hate it”) and can also provide some tags. For instance, Figure 1 shows an example of a blip about the movie ‘The Matrix’. For the purpose of this work we focus on Blippr data covering a total of 5,648 users, 5,934 movies and 18,750 tags. For clarity, we focus only on strong-positive blips (i.e. rated as “love it” by the user), which provides 19,619 individual blips. We removed stopwords, digits, special symbols (i.e. question marks, ampersands etc.), emoticons and letter repetitions when these appear more than 2 times (e.g. “gooood” remains “good”). We also exclude blips which contain non-English characters. To begin with we consider whether this real-time web data can be used as a source of indexing and retrieval information. Consider a movie \( M \) which is associated with a set of blips and tags as per Equation 1. In turn, each blip is made up of a set of terms and so each movie can be represented as a set of terms (drawn from blips and tags) using a bag-of-words style approach [8] according to Equation 1.

\[
M_i = \{b_1, ..., b_k\} \cup \{\text{tag}_1, ..., \text{tag}_n\} = \{t_1, ..., t_n\}
\]  

In this way individual movies can be viewed as documents made up of the set of terms (words) contained in their associated blips and tags. We can create an index of these documents so that we can retrieve documents (that is movies) based on the terms that are present within blips and tags. Of course the information retrieval community provides a well understood set of tools and techniques for dealing with just this form of document representation and retrieval. For example, there are many ways to weight the terms that are associated with a given movie based on how representative or informative these terms are with respect to the movie in question. In this work we use the well known TFIDF approach [8] to term weighting.

Thus we can create a term-based index of movies \( M \), such that each entry \( M_{ij} \) encodes the importance of term \( t_i \) in movie \( M_j \); see Equation 2. In this work we use Lucene\(^1\) to provide this indexing, term-weighting and retrieval functionality; by using the term-vector for a target movie, \( M_T \), as a query, we can retrieve a set of \( n \) similar movies, \( M_1, ..., M_n \), from the index, ranked according to their similarity to \( M_T \).

\[
M_{ij} = \text{TFIDF}(t_i, t_j, M)
\]  

To test whether this is an effective way of representing movies, we focus on movies that have at least 5 blips and 5 tags; in total, there are 363 such movies. We generate 3 different movie indices: one based solely on blips (\( M_b \)), one based solely on tags (\( M_t \)), and one based on blips and tags (\( M_{b+t} \)). For each target movie \( M_T \), we treat 3 of its blips as 3 separate queries. We remove these blips from the indices and then allow Lucene to retrieve a ranked-list of movies in response to this query for the 3 separate indices. We repeat this approach for queries based on tags; that is, use 3 tags as queries, remove them from the index and perform retrieval. In this way we can evaluate the effectiveness of 6 retrieval systems based on different combinations of queries (blips versus tags) and indices (blips versus tags versus blips and tags). We generate result-lists ranging in size from 1 to 100 movies and in each case note the hit ratio – i.e. the percentage of times that \( M_T \) is returned by the retrieval system.

The results are shown in Figure 2(a), with each system represented by a single curve. The best performance is achieved when we use blips as queries over an index of blips and tags; for example, we retrieve the target movie about 36% of the time for result-lists of 20 movies. By comparison, tags as queries over an index of tags alone performs poorly, retrieving the target movie only 7% of the time for 20-movie result-lists. More generally, we see better performance when we use blips as queries compared to tags as queries; tags are just not expressive enough in the case of the Blippr data. Similarly, indexing using blips, or blips and tags, delivers better performance than indexing by tags alone. Figure 2(b) plots the position (rank) of the matching target movies (in the blips vs blips condition) as a function of the number of blips used to index the target movie. This shows superior retrieval performance in cases where there are more blips available for indexing. For example, when there are less than 50 blips per movie, then the position of the target movie varies between the top 5 and the top 80 movies. In contrast, once we have more than 50 blips per movie we see that when the target movie is found (which is approximately 80% of the time), it tends to be located among the top 20 results, and often in the top 10.

Clearly the above is a somewhat limited test of the utility of blips as a way to index items. Nevertheless, the results suggest that blips are a useful form of indexing information, at least sufficient to retrieve a given movie based on a subset of its blips. Moreover, even though blips are inherently noisy and unstructured, they are a superior source of indexing information than tags on their own. This bodes well for the use of real-time data as a source of recommendation knowledge, which we consider more directly in the next section.

\(^1\)http://lucene.apache.org/
user profiles; see Figure 4. We can adjust this algorithm by users based on their frequency of occurrence in the similar index, and then rank the preferred movies of these similar users, by using the target user profile as a query on the user on collaborative filtering [10]. We identify a set of similar using Lucene’s TFIDF scoring function as per Equation 4.

\[ B = \text{TFIDF}(t_j, U) \]  

We now have two types of index for use in recommendation: an index of users, based on the terms in their blips, and an index of movies based on the terms in their blips or in their tags or the combination of blips and tags. This suggests two different recommendation strategies. First, we can implement a user-based approach in which each user profile acts as a query against the movie index to produce a ranked-list of similar movies; see Figure 3. We test three variations on this approach, the first based on a movie index of blips (B), the second based on a movie index of tags (T), and the third based on a movie index of blips and tags (B + T).

Second, we implement a community-based approach based on collaborative filtering [10]. We identify a set of similar users, by using the target user profile as a query on the user index, and then rank the preferred movies of these similar users based on their frequency of occurrence in the similar user profiles; see Figure 4. We can adjust this algorithm by retrieving different numbers of similar users; in this case we compare the retrieval of 10 and 100 nearest neighbours.

To evaluate these algorithms on the Blippr movie dataset we build a user index from users who have between 5 and 20 blips (537 users) and we build a movie index from movies which have received at least 3 blips (1080 movies). We remove each user in turn from the user index to act as a target user, \( U_T \). We also remove the blips from that user from the movie index. We know which movies this user has liked (the ones that they have rated with “love it”) and we examine the overlap between these target movies and the movies generated by the user-based and community-based algorithms, calculating conventional precision and recall metrics for different recommendation-list sizes ranging from 5 to 30 movies.

The results are presented in Figure 2(c). There is a significant benefit for two of the user-based recommendation strategies (B and B + T) compared to the community-based approaches. As before, indexing movies using blips and tags shows a similar performance than an index based on blips alone, and much greater performance than an index based
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**Figure 2:** (a) Hit ratios for the 6 query-index combinations; (b) Median rank vs. movie index size; (c) Precision-recall and (d) F1 Metric for user-based (B vs. T vs. B + T) and community-based recommendation (CM-10 vs. CM-100).

**Figure 3:** User-based recommendation.
And then here is the CommunityBasedRec alg to get you started ....

**CommunityBasedRecommendation**(U_T, U, M, n, k)

1. **Begin**
2. \[ \text{query} \leftarrow \text{U.get}(U_T) \] // Return term vector for \( U \) in \( U \)
3. \[ \text{users} \leftarrow \text{U.retrieve}(	ext{query}) \] // Get ranked list of similar users
4. \[ \text{near} \leftarrow \text{users.first}(k) \] // Get the top \( k \) most similar
5. \[ \text{recs} \leftarrow \{ \} \] // Get all neighbours’ movies
6. \[ \text{for each} \ (n) \in \text{near} \]
7. \[ \text{recs} \leftarrow \text{recs} \cup \text{M.movies}() \]
8. \[ \text{return recs.sort(score(..., n))} \] // Return top \( n \) most frequently
9. \[ \text{return recs.sort(score(..., n)) \} \] //occurring movies
10. \[ \text{score}(M, \text{near}) \leftarrow \sum \text{occurs}(M, n) \]
11. **end**

**Figure 4:** Community-based recommendation.

on tags alone (T). For example, for recommendation-lists of 5 movies we see that the user-based approach using blips and tags enjoys a precision score of 0.27, indicating that, on average, 1.35 of the 5 recommended movies are known to be liked by target users. Figure 2(c) also shows the community-based results when 10 (CM-10) and 100 (CM-100) similar users are selected as the basis for recommendation. There is clearly a benefit when it comes to drawing on a larger community of similar users, although our tests suggest that this does not extend beyond 100 users in practice, and neither approach is able to match the precision and recall scores of the user-based strategies.

Finally, it is worth highlighting the F1 scores in Figure 2(d), which are a harmonic mean of the precision and recall results. Obviously we see the same relative ordering of the 5 recommendation strategies, with the \( B + T \) user-based indexing approach delivering almost a 20% increase in F1 score over the best performing community-based technique (CM-100). Interestingly, we also see that F1 is maximized for result-lists of size 10, indicating that the best balance of precision and recall is achieved for typical recommendation-list sizes.

### 4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we are interested in whether user-generated, micro-blogging messages, short and noisy as they are, have a role to play in recommender systems. We have described how to represent users and items based on micro-blogging reviews of movies and tested this technique using a number of recommendation strategies on live-user data. The results are promising. They suggest that micro-blogging messages can provide a useful recommendation signal, despite their short-form and inconsistent use of language. We have found that in this domain, adding user-generated tags to a blip-based index did not improve much the performance. However future work will study other types of content (e.g. metadata such as genre, cast etc.) and whether it can improve the performance of our UGC-based approach. Future studies will also compare our approach with classification techniques such as kNN, naïve Bayes, SVM etc.

This work is novel in its use of micro-blogging information for recommendation. Our approach is related to a growing body of research on the potential for UGC to inform recommendation [1, 2, 7, 12]. This related research focuses mainly on more conventional, long-form user reviews, whereas the work presented in this paper focuses on the more challenging micro-blogging messages.
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